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Master's Thesis: Mobile Device-to-User Authentication
Motivation
To prevent malicious interaction with mobile devices, users typically authenticate before
using them (PIN, pattern, etc). In contrast, devices usually do not authenticate to users
before being used. This enables hardware phishing attacks: attackers exchanges users'
devices with malicious devices, which e.g. forward whatever information they receive to
the attackers. If users take the phishing hardware for their own devices and authenticate
with their credentials, these get forwarded to the attackers and the attack was successful.
One approach to avoid such attacks is mutual authentication (both parties authenticate
against each other). Mutual authentication is widely used in machine-to-machine (M2M)
communication, e.g. with TLS. In contrast, it is not widely used with humans, due to
human factors (limitations in cognitive load, channel bandwidth and calculation power) –
although some researched M2M channels could be used for human-machine information
exchange as well (cf. [2,3,4,5]). Consequently, there is room for device-to-user authentication suitable for everyday tasks. Previous research [1] has shown e.g. vibration to
possibly be suitable for unobstrusive and hard-to-eavesdrop mobile device-to-user
authentication. The goal of this thesis is to extent these approaches and evaluate different
channels and protocols (cf. Interlock [6]) of device-to-user information transportation. To
do so, conceptually all human senses can be employed to sense information from devices.
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Goals
•
•
•

•

Different approaches to device-to-user approaches should be identified and compared against each other (all
human senses can possibly be used).
Different protocols to transport device-to-user information on these channels should be identified and
compared against each other.
Combinations of device-to-user channels and channel protocols should be analyzed (properties, attacks, etc),
and a number of them should be implemented prototypically on Android. These prototypes should be used to
evaluate the corresponding combinations in their performance and effectiveness in user studies.
The final, selected approach should be implemented as Android application.

Research questions
•
•
•

Which device-to-user channels are suitable for authentication information? What are their properties, including
channel bandwidth and possible attacks?
Which are suitable protocols to efficiently transport authentication information on these channels?
Which bandwidth can be expected from evaluation data per channel and protocol? What is the corresponding
rate of users recognizing the transported information correctly?
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